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Known necessary conditions for realization of a sequence of integers as the 
degrees of a self-complementary graph are shown to he sufficient. An algorithm 
for constructing a realization of such a sequence as degrees of such a graph is 
illustrated by an example. 
Let n = (4 , d, ,..., d,) be a finite sequence of nonnegative integers, 
such that dI 3 d, > .*a 2 d, and dI + d, + ... + d, is even. 17 is 
graphical if there is a graph (without loops or multiple edges) whose degree 
sequence is 17. This means that the degrees of the vertices of the graph 
when arranged in decreasing order form 17. In considering self-comple- 
mentary (s.c.) graphs, the following definition is appropriate: 
DEFINITION. II is suitable if 
either p = 4n, for some n, and 
0) di + dan+l-< = 4n - 1, for i = 1, 2 ,..., 2n, 
(ii) 4 = ds,-, , for j = 1, 2 ,..., n, 
or p = 4n + 1, for some n, and 
(9 4 -I- d4n+2--i = An, for i = 1, 2 ,..., 2n + 1, 
(ii) dzj = d,, , for j = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
It is known that if G is a S.C. graph withp vertices thenp = 4n or 4n + 1, 
for some n. (See Sachs [2] and Ringel [l] for details about S.C. graphs.) 
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When p = 4n, it is known that if a is a permutation of the vertices which 
maps G onto its complement G then u is the product of disjoint cycles 
whose lengths are multiples of 4. So if a vertex V has degree d then a”(V) 
also has degree d and a(V) and c”(V) both have degree 4n - 1 - d. So 
the degree sequence of G is clearly suitable withp = 4n. When p = 4n + 1, 
it is known that any u which maps G onto G has one fixed vertex which has 
degree 2n, and the remaining cycles of (T have lengths which are multiples 
of 4. Again, the degree sequence of G is suitable, with p = 4n + 1. 
We prove that if 17 is graphical, then the above conditions on 17 are also 
sufficient for the existence of a S.C. graph whose degree sequence is 17. 
This is thus a complete characterization of potentially self-complementary 
sequences: 
THEOREM. If I7 is a graphical suitable sequence, then there is a self- 
complementary graph whose degree sequence is Ii”. 
In fact we show that there is a S.C. graph G whose degree sequence is IT, 
with a permutation u from G to G that is the product of disjoint cycles 
of length equal to 4, together with a fixed vertex in the case when 
p =4n+1. 
Proof. We first note that if dl ,..., d, is a graphical sequence, then 
there is a graph with vertices V, ,..., V, of degree dl ,..., d, , respectively, 
such that V, is adjacent (i.e., connected by an edge) to I’, ,..., Vdl and 
to any other specified vertex Vj . 
This follows from the observation (see Wang and Kleitman [3]) that 
there is a realization in which any specified vertex V, is adjacent to dh 
vertices of largest degrees, (to V, ,..., VdIdn if k > 4). We ensure first 
that Vj is connected in this way, so that certainly Vj is adjacent to V, ; 
with now Vi and the edges incident with it deleted the resulting degree 
sequence can be realized by a graph in which V, is connected to dl - 1 
vertices of largest degrees. Our deletion may alter the relative degrees 
of certain vertices but this only need affect the place in sequence when 
arranged in decreasing order of vertices originally of the same degree. 
Given a graphical suitable sequence dl ,..., d,, , we shall describe how 
to construct a S.C. graph with this degree sequence. The graph will have 
vertices VI ,..., V, of degree dl ,..., d, , respectively. We shall describe 
what edges there are to be between the vertices V, , V, , V,-l, V,, and what 
edges there are to be between these vertices and the rest of the graph. 
We shall show that when these four vertices and the edges described 
are deleted, the degree sequence required of the remaining vertices is 
also graphical and suitable, and by induction deduce that this construction 
gives a S.C. graph as required. 
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We I%st describe a preliminary set of connections for V, , V, , V,, , 
and V, used to determine the degrees of the remaining vertices after these 
connections. We will actually switch these connections later. 
Write down the list Vi , V, ,..., V, of vertices and the corresponding 
degrees 4, d, ,..., d, required. Then 
1. Connect V, to the dl - 1 first vertices that follow it in the list, 
and to VP-, . Now make a new vertex list and degree list by omitting V, 
and reducing by one each of the degrees of the vertices that are connected 
to V, . Go to step 5, and then to step 2. 
2. Connect V, to the first d, vertices of the vertex list. Omit V, 
and reduce by one each of the degrees of the vertices just connected to V, . 
Go to step 5, and then to step 3. 
3. V, is already adjacent to V, and VP . Rearrange the last half of 
the list if necessary so that if the vertex in the kth place is V, then the vertex 
in the p - hth is I’,+,-, . (This will be unnecessary except possibly among 
vertices originally of degree (p + 1 f 1)/2.) Connect V, to the first 
d2 - 2 vertices (other than V, itself) on the list. Omit V, and reduce 
degrees accordingly. Go to step 5 and then to step 4. 
4. Connect VP-, to the first appropriate number of vertices on the 
list. Omit VP-, and reduce degrees accordingly. 
5. If the vertex just connected is now adjacent to some but not all 
the vertices that had some degree d before the connection, reverse the order 
of the entire sequence of vertices having that degree d before the con- 
nection; except that, where appropriate, V, , V,-, , and V, should not be 
included in this rearrangement, but remain in their places in the list. 
Note that after this step the vertices other than perhaps the next one to 
be connected are arranged in decreasing order in our sequence. 
We observe that in steps 2, 3, and 4, the vertices V, , V, , and VP-, 
are connected to some number of vertices of largest degrees. In step 1, 
V, is connected to vertices of largest degrees and to one other, I’,-, . 
Thus after completing these steps, the resulting degree sequence on the 
remaining p - 4 vertices is graphical. 
It is also straightforward to see that the resulting degree sequence is 
suitable. Since dl + d, = p - 1, V, in our construction will be adjacent 
to V, if and only if V, is not adjacent to V,-,+, for p - 2 3 0 >, 3. 
(V, fails to connect to the last d,-, of these vertices while VP connects 
to the first d,-, of these.) Likewise V, will be adjacent to V, if and only 
if VP-, is not adjacent to VP-,+, . Thus the unconnected degrees of V, 
and v,-o+l in sum go down by four after these connections as required 
for suitability. Suitability will follow if we can pair remaining vertices, 
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originally of the same degree that have the same resulting degree after 
these connections. One can verify this by examining what connections 
vertices receive under the foregoing procedure. For example, vertices 
originally of degree x for x < (p/2) - 1 may or may not be connected 
to V, or V, and will not be connected to V, , or V,-, . All vertices con- 
nected to only one of V, , V, will have the same degree. Each one connected 
to V, only may be paired with one connected to V, only. The remaining 
vertices of degree x will be connected identically and may be paired among 
one another. When x = p/2 - 1 it is straightforward to verify that under 
our procedure either (1) all vertices connect to V, and Vz (2) all vertices 
connect to V, and V,-, or (3) some connect to V, and V, and others to 
V, and V,-, . In all but the last case we can always pair vertices of degree x 
that are identically connected to V, , V, , VP , and V,-, . In the last case 
we may be forced to pair a vertex connected to V, and Vz to one connected 
to V, and VP-, . Call this case X. .In any case, the degrees both before 
and after these connections are identical within each pair. Since the con- 
nections of V,-,+l are determined by those of V, , the same results hold 
for x 3 p/2. 
We now suppose that there is a S.C. graph H with p - 4 vertices, with 
the degree sequence obtained after these connections; we shall suppose, 
moreover, that there is a permutation T of the vertices of H, which maps H 
onto its complement, that is the product of disjoint cycles of length 4. 
We assume that each of these cycles is chosen to consist of vertices V,V, 
paired in the paragraph above and Vp--or+l and V,-,+, . We now verify 
that by adding 4 vertices and edges either as described or with some 
rearranging we obtain a S.C. graph G withp vertices, with a complementing 
permutation v which is also the product of cycles of length 4. 
We write VI , V,-, , V, , VP as f1 , t2, f,, &, respectively, and let 
u = (t1t2&&) 7. We show that, after some alterations, the above con- 
struction gives a S.C. graph G with complementing permutation U. 
The permutation a is a complementing permutation (so that G is self- 
complementary) if 
(I) for any two vertices f, 17 of G, there is an edge (5, 7) if and only if 
there is no edge (~(0, a(v)). 
Now the edges between [I , & , & , & are, by construction, (& , &), 
([r , t3), and (5‘, , &), so the edges between these vertices satisfy con- 
dition (I). 
Suppose that (~),Q.T& is a cycle occurring in 7. By our constructions, 
one of the following situations occurs if r/z and 74 are “paired” vertices 
(of degree <p/2) in our construction above the sum of the indices of Q 
and Q is p + 1, and the same holds for Q and r/4 . 
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A. I1 and & are both connected to all four vertices rll , Q , q , r], ; 
while &, and & are connected to none of them. 
B. [I and &, are each connected to three Q , and .& and & are each 
connected to one 7, , * while q1 and q3 are connected to three & , and q, 
and Q are connected to one & . 
C. All & are connected to two Q and all qj are connected to two Ei . 
(Occurs only when the degree of qZ was p/2 - 1.) 
D. All & are connected to two vj namely Q and vs . 
E. The case X occurs; the degree of Q was then p/2 - 1. 
In situations A and D, the edges satisfy condition (I). In situations B 
and C, we can rearrange the edges to satisfy condition (I) without changing 
the degrees involved; for case B, connect e1 to Q , r], , and r), and arrange 
the edges between each of t2, t3 , .&, and the 7,+ so that (I) holds; for 
case C, connect (I to Q and v,+ and arrange the other edges so that (I) 
holds. In case E connect t1 to Q , r/a , and Q and arrange the other edges 
so that I holds. This last set of connections leads to degree p/2 for r], 
and p/2 - 1 for Q so that in identifying which vertex is which, we must, 
after this connection, identify the two degree p/2 vertices of our quartet 
with Q and r], . 
If we do this for each cycle (~~~r),r]3 that occurs in 7, the resulting graph 
is the required S.C. graph. This concludes the proof in the case when 
p = 4n. 
If p = 4n + 1, the same procedure can be applied, except that the 
middle vertex forms a cycle of length one in the complementing permu- 
tation and should be connected first to two of the f( . If 4 = ... = d, , 
it is connected to cZ and & , but otherwise to f1 and t3 . The remaining 
connections are as given above. 
EXAMPLE. We now present an example of the use of the method 
described in the proof above as an algorithm for actually constructing 
an S.C. realization of a suitable sequence. To use it as such one can iterate 
the first preliminary edge construction and pairing steps on the degree 
sequences obtained after each set of connections; one can then buildup 
the actual realization by working backward, applying the rearrangement 
step at each stage. To facilitate this procedure we will rearrange the order 
of vertices after each set of pairings, so that paired vertices are adjacent 
in order, and case X, if it occurs lies in the middle of the sequence. Then 
of the four vertices in each cycle we will arrange them so that Q is the 
first, Q the second, Q the third and Q the last in sequence The procedure 
is best understood by reference to an example. Consider the suitable degree 
sequence 77 6666 5555 44. We proceed as follows. 
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First Step (preliminary connection of first two and last two variables) 
pairing and construction of remaining degree sequence (according to 
steps 1-5 above). 
Original vertices and degrees are 
I 
VI v2 v3 v4 ci vfJ v, vt3 v, ~10 VI, VI, 
7 7 6 6 6 6 5 5 5 5 4 4 I 
The connections of V, are V, , I’, , V, , V5, V, , I’, , Vi, ; the rearranged 
sequence after step 5 
I 
v2 v3 v+? v5 V6 VI0 v9 v* v, VI, VI, 
6 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 3 4 1 
The connections of V,, are V, , V, , V, , V, . 
The rearranged sequence after step 5 is 
I 
vz. vt3 v9 VI0 VI3 v5 v4 v3 v, VI, 
5 5 5 5 I 544443‘ 
The rearrangement in step 3 yields the ordering 
iv2 V8 v9 VI0 VI3 v, v3 v4 v5 ~111 
with the same sequence of degrees. The connections of I’, then are to 
WI > VI,) v* 3 v, , v,ll 3 vll 9 v, 
after step 5 there is rearrangement to 
V8 v9 VI, ve3 v5 v4 v3 v, vu 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 3 3. 
The connections to V,, become (Vi) V, , V9 , V,, with remaining degree 
sequence that can be rearranged to 
It can be seen that V, , V, , V,, are all connected to V2 and V,, . While 
V, connects to V, and V, ; thus we can pair V, and V,, (so that V, , I’, , 
V, , V,,, will form an orbit under self complementation) and can pair 
V, and V, . The former pair is a case C pair and the latter a case E pair. 
Since the rearrangement of edges in case E interchanges the residual 
degrees of V, , V, and V, , I’, we anticipate this and seek, in the next 
step a realization of the degree sequence 
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having a corresponding pairing. To obtain this we construct an S.C. 
realization of the degree sequence, with whatever pairing, and identify 
the vertices .vi to make the pairings consistent. 
Step ZZ. Construct preliminary “outer connections” for 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3. 
Given the sequence 
4 e2 8, 0, 4 4 0, 4 
44443333 
the procedure just described leads to the connections e1 to 8, e3 e4 0,) 
8, to t&8, t$ , 8, to (0, , 0,) 8, es and 0, to (0,) e5 es with remaining degree 
sequnce 2211. There is a case C pairing between e5 and 8, . 
Step ZZZ. Construction for remaining degree sequence 
e3 4 4 4 
2 2 1 1. 
If we arrange our “cycle” under the operation of self-complemntation 
to e3 19,0,19~ ; we obtain the connections (consistent with our general 
construction procedure) of edges (0, , 0,) (0,) 0,) and (0,) 8,). 
Step IV. Final construction of realization of 4 4 4 4 3 3 3 3. Our 
connections of (0,) 0,) (0,) e,), (0, , 0,) are consistent with the cycle 
e1 0, e2 13~ . The case C connections with the other vertices are then 
(e,,e,) (4, ed, (0,) 0,) (e,,e,) (0, 0,) to,, 0,) (4, 0,) 04, 4). 
Step V. Final construction. We first make the identifications V, = 8, , 
v, = e2, v, = e3 , v, = 8, , v, = es, v, = es , v, = e, , v,, = ea .
This preserves pairings. To the edges described in Steps III and IV we 
add (V, , V,), (V, , VII), (V, , V,,) and the case C connections between 
these vertices and V, , V, , V, , V,,, , namely (V, , I’,>, (Vi , V,>, (V,, , I’,>, 
(VII , ~13, ( v2 , vd, ( vz , VI,> and (VI, , v,>, (VI, , Vg>, and the remaining 
case E connections as follows: with cycles (Vi , V,, , V, , V,,) and 
~~,,e,,e,du or (v,, w5, v619 we have edges WI , J’,>, VI , v,), 
This completes our construction. The process just illustrated could be 
streamlined by use of appropriate care in arrangement of vertices sequences 
so that the relabeling of vertices here is unnecessary. This allows the steps 
B, C, E rearrangements to be made immediately after the original pre- 
liminary connections instead of after iteration as done above. 
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